Intellectual Property of Mariamalia Hidalgo
Interchange 3 – Oral Tests
Unit 5
Objectives:
- Talking about moving abroad
- Expressing emotions
- Describing cultural expectations
- Giving advice
- Using noun phrases containing relative clauses
- Talking about expectations: the custom to, (not) supposed to, expected to, (not)acceptable to
__________________________________________________________________________
Student 1
You are an alien who wants to go back to your planet because the customs on Earth are very different
from the ones back home.
Tell some earthlings you met about the customs in your planet and what you expect other people to
do or not to do. Discuss the differences between Earth’s and your planet’s customs.
Also, you miss a lot of things from home and you have many different negative feelings. Talk about
those feelings. Use noun phrases: one thing / the thing / something (that).
__________________________________________________________________________
Student 2
You are an earthling. You meet and alien. who wants to go back to his/her planet because he/she
misses a lot of things from home, because he/she has different negative feelings, and because is
suffering from culture shock.
Talk about culture and the alien’s feelings. Give your own opinion. What would you miss from Earth if
you moved to another planet? Use noun phrases: one thing / the thing / something (that).
__________________________________________________________________________
Student 3
You are an earthling. You meet and alien. who wants to go back to his/her planet because he/she
misses a lot of things from home, because he/she has different negative feelings, and because is
suffering from culture shock.
Talk about culture and the alien’s feelings. Give your own opinion. What would you miss from Earth if
you moved to another planet? Use noun phrases: one thing / the thing / something (that).
__________________________________________________________________________
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Student 4
You are an earthling. You are given the chance to leave Earth and move to another planet.
Tell how you feel about moving there, use the adjectives studied in Unit 5. Tell about:
what you’d be uncertain about
the person you’d miss the most
Use noun phrases.
what you’d be anxious about
the thing you’d find most exciting
Tell about the customs in that planet and what they expect other people to do or not to do. Compare
that information to the customs in your planet.
__________________________________________________________________________
Student 5
You are an alien. What should a visitor to your planet know about local customs? Make a list and tell
your earthling friends about it. Include these points:
 greeting someone
 dressing appropriately
 eating in public
 tipping
 visiting someone's home
 using public transportation
If you had to move to Earth permanently, what would you miss about your planet? How would you feel
about moving here? Tell about it.
__________________________________________________________________________
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